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Overview
	
The Center will award grants of $500 to $10,000 each to support scholars and professionals making important contributions to knowledge, practice, or public understanding of ethics and responsibility in public communication.
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Overview
	
Researchers from universities around the world contributed in-depth educational modules on important issues facing public relations practitioners today. Topics include digital ethics, transparency, codes of ethics and more.
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Overview
	
The Center maintains—and continues to develop—research materials in the area of ethics in public communication and corporate responsibility.
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Throughout the year, the Page Center organizes a number of outreach events that support and promote its mission, as well as engage the community in important discussions about ethics and integrity with leaders in public communications.
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Overview

The Arthur W. Page Center for Integrity in Public Communication is a research center at the Bellisario College of Communications at Penn State dedicated to the study and advancement of ethics and responsibility in corporate communication and other forms of public communication.
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Associated Press AI strategist Aimee Rinehart joins Page Center advisory board


	Aimee Rinehart is the senior product manager of AI strategy for the Associated Press. As the newest member of its advisory board, she brings expertise in the area of artificial intelligence and 30 years of journalism experience to the Page Center. 
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Honorees say: ‘Be informed. Be authentic. Speak up.’ at 8th annual Page Center Awards


	Honorees Ursula Burns, chairwoman of Teneo Holdings; Dr. Sanjay Gupta, chief medical correspondent for CNN; and Kelly McGinnis, chief communications officer of Levi Strauss & Co. participated in and were honored at the 8th annual Page Center Awards. 
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Eco-Warrior: A theory-based mobile app for forming and sustaining pro-environmental habits


	 A team of Page Center scholars from the University of Miami designed a mobile app to increase involvement in environmentally-focused behaviors by demonstrating the vulnerability of three specific animals that need human help as their peril has been widely publicized in popular media.
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Examining the psychological implications of authentic CSA across environmental and racial justice


	Even in a highly polarized climate, many organizations are still taking active stances on social issues with positive results. Two Page Center scholars examined the value of using authentic stances through a company well known for its deep commitment to social issues











Watch the 2024 Page Center Awards

Watch Here
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The Arthur W. Page Center Awards

Every year the Page Center honors icons of public communications who, over the course of their careers, have demonstrated a commitment to the concept of "truth well told."
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The Page Center's 2023 Insights Report on Corporate Social Advocacy

The Page Center’s 2023 Insights Report on corporate social advocacy is a collection of new research-based tips and tactics for leading communicators to engage in multiple forms of advocacy.
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Page Center Training Modules

The Page Center is strengthening the role of ethics education in communications classrooms. We offer 15 free online modules on a range of ethics topics in public relations.






	




  


 











About
The Arthur W. Page Center for Integrity in Public Communication is a research center dedicated to the study and advancement of ethics and responsibility
in corporate communication and other forms of public communication.  More


Contact
The Arthur W. Page Center

2 Carnegie Building • University Park, PA 16802

 jmac@psu.edu / 
814-863-3065
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